Reprogramming of central carbon metabolism in cancer stem cells.
Cancer metabolism has been studied for years and adopted in the clinic for monitoring disease progression and therapy response. Despite our growing knowledge of a distinctly altered metabolic behavior in cancer, drugs targeting cancer metabolism have remained less than promising. Recent efforts in cancer stem cell (CSC) biology suggest that a subpopulation of tumor-initiating cells within the tumor bulk represents the root of tumor recurrence and therapy resistance. In recent years, metabolic phenotype of CSCs of various tumor types has been identified. This breakthrough has shed light on the underlying mechanism by which CSCs maintain stemness, confer resistance to therapies and initiate tumor relapse. The distinct metabolic characteristics of CSCs compared to non-CSCs provide an opportunity to target CSCs more specifically and have become a major focus in cancer research in recent years with substantial efforts conducted towards discovering clinical targets. This perspective article summarizes the current knowledge of CSC metabolism in carcinogenesis and highlights the potential of targeting CSC metabolism for therapy.